Success for Perth Gymnasts at Pink Ladies Competition!!

Some of Perth Gymnastics Club’s competitive squad gymnasts and coaches travelled down
to South Durham Gymnastics Club on the 19th October for the weekend to compete in the
Invitational Pink Ladies competition. This is the first time Perth Gymnastics has taken part in
the Pink Ladies competition and both the girls and coaches had a fantastic time.
Ellie Menmuir, Iona Jackson and Emma Nardone were the first of the Perth girls to compete
on the Saturday morning. Ellie competed in the Novice 11 years and under competition. A
couple of unfortunate falls on Beam but apart from that Ellie had a great competition and
finished in 2nd place on Bars and received the silver medal! Well done Ellie  Iona had a
brilliant competition with no mistakes and took 1st place overall to become the Novice 12
years & under Champion! Iona finished in 2nd place on Beam and placed 1st on both Floor &
Bars also! Congratulations Iona  Like Ellie, Emma also had a fall on beam but even with
this mistake finished in 4th place overall just outside of the medals! Emma sadly just missed
out on another 3 medals placing 4th on Vault, Bars & Floor also! Fantastic Emma – well done
 In the next round Katie-Ann Kettles competed in the Level 4 11 years & under
competition! A clean competition gave Katie-Ann the silver medal finishing in 2nd place
overall! Katie-Ann also finished in 2nd place on Beam giving her another silver medal! Go
Katie-Ann  Scottish National Squad gymnast and Scottish Espoir Champion for 2012 Emily
Ford was next to compete on the Sunday afternoon in the Espoir FIG competition. With
only 2 gymnasts competing, Emily and South Durham’s British Gymnastics Squad member
Amy Tinkler, it was a nice relaxed atmosphere for the girls to compete in and perform new
skills. Emily had a clean competition competing her tuck back on the Beam for the first time
finishing in 2nd place overall & taking the silver medals on all the other 4 individual pieces of
apparatus. Great news Emily well done 
Overall some amazing results at the Pink Ladies competition and all the girls and coaches
had a ball! A big mention also to Katie Ogilvie who injured herself in the lead up to the Pink
Ladies competition but still came along and supported the other girls  What a brilliant
couple of weeks for Perth Gymnastics Club! The coaches are all very proud of the hard work
the girls have put in and are over the moon with their results and achievements. Well done
everybody 

